Stroke Quiz

1. In what part of the body does a stroke occur?

   Heart    Lungs    Brain    Kidneys

2. What should you do if you think someone is having a stroke?

   Tell them to lie down and take a nap
   Call the family doctor to make an appointment
   Call 911
   Tell them to drink lots of water

3. Which of the following are signs of stroke?

   Sudden blurred vision
   Chest pains
   One side of the face may droop
   Sudden slurred speech of confusion
   Hiccups
   Sudden headache for no known reason
4. What is another name for a stroke?

   Heart attack

   Seizure

   Brain attack

   Hay fever

5. Can you list 3 or 4 things you can do everyday to prevent a stroke?

6. Do you know of anyone who has a stroke? Who?